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GETTING A JOB IN JAPAN
Roland Carlos

Working in Japan


Why do Japanese companies employ foreigners?

Working in Japan


 To expand their business in the global markets
 To expand their services to tourists from overseas
 To employ talented individuals, regardless of

nationality


General skills employers want





Many companies use contract employees （契約社員 けいや
くしゃいん）
The alternative to this are full-time employees （正社員 せ
いしゃいん）
Unless you are particularly skilled or have some connection,
you may be limited to contract positions




 Adaptability to Japanese culture
 Global mindset

Working in Japan


Main hiring season is Feb-Apr
 Fresh graduates looking for jobs



This does NOT mean:


 Japanese ability





You get no benefits
You have no chance for advancement
You get paid significantly less

However, make sure to confirm with recruiter/HR

Working in Japan
Other things to consider
 Japanese language ability

 Mostly entry level, “new hire” positions

 There are roles available for low level speakers

 新卒採用（しんそつさいよう）

 Of course, having Japanese ability is an advantage

Most JETs will have to aim for “mid-career” hiring

 JLPT? Any level is better than none, but most

 Anytime of year, but openings are random

Japanese heavy roles would like to see N2.

 Level of positions vary



 中途採用（ちゅうとさいよう）

No JLPT does not mean no chance, but expect a bit more
difficulty getting in the door.
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Working in Japan


Visa


How long can I stay in Japan to look for work after JET?



Any visa changes are responsibility of employer, but you
will need to be involved!









Recruiters
Career fairs



Job websites



Career sections on company sites
JET network



At least 180 days (but you have to file for it!)

 Keep an eye out for JET Career Fairs!

 Daijob, Gaijinpot jobs, Indeed

You may not be able to work if you don’t get this settled.

Pension
You stop getting a higher refund after three years in
Japan.
 You are eligible to get pension payments after a
long period in Japan.


Getting the Job


How to Find Jobs

Specific application method depends on company



 Fellow JETs, JETAA, AJET Job Listings FB group

履歴書 – The Rirekisho


 Foreign based companies more likely to follow a non-

 A (relatively) standardized form that is required for

Japanese style you are used to
 Japanese companies, even if recruiting
for an “international” position, may
follow a Japanese recruiting style




Japan uses a standard recruitment form, known as
a 履歴書 （りれきしょ）
Other forms may be required as well

履歴書 – The Rirekisho

What is it?
applying for most jobs in Japan.
 Different from the usual western concept of resume
 Lists your basic information with some limited space

for self-promotion



Can be easily found online or at 100-yen shops
Has to be in Japanese, but doesn’t have to
be handwritten

職務経歴書: Shokumukeirekisho


What is it?
 Additional form sent along with rirekisho
 Lists details about previous employment,

can also include self-promotion
 Almost always required for mid-career employment
 Closer to western concept of resume


Free format, although there are common styles
 Not as flashy as western resumes
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エントリーシート:Entry Sheets




Some companies require this as part of
application process
Questions that company will have for you
 Why do you want to work here?
 How will your experience help us?
 What difficulties have you overcome?



Interviews






Question-wise similar to other interviews
Language of interview depends on company
Some companies may require you to go through
multiple steps/interviews
Three common interview types

Very personal document that is unique to each
applicant

ALT Experiences






Question: How can you use your ALT
experiences, responsibilities, tasks to make
yourself attractive to employers?
Form groups and brainstorm a few ideas to
present to the room!
Some general things employers are always looking for:

 Individual interview (single applicant versus group)



 Group interview (multiple applicants at one time)



 Group discussion (asked to work with other applicants



on a task/question)


ALT Experiences











Basics: How many schools did you work at? How
many classes, how many kids?
Extra Activities: Help out with clubs? Speech
contests? Other school activities?
Community/BOE Activities: Did anything for your
community or BOE? Eikaiwa, sports, etc.
Any special awards or recognition?
Presentation experience? SDC,
orientation?
Any leadership roles? Area leader?

Communication skills
Teamwork
Analytical & problem-solving
skills
Personal management skills






Computer/technical literacy
Leadership/management skills
Learning skills
Interpersonal effectiveness

Questions?


Contact: carlos.roland@linecorp.com
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